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 PRESTO CELEBRATES  
ITS 90TH ANNIVERSARY!  
This year, PRESTO® is celebrating its 90th  
anniversary. A magnificent anniversary that the 
Group is toasting with a look towards the future. 

Innovating for the future  
Since it was founded in 1927 by the Patient PRESTO brothers, the creator of timed-flow tapware has 
followed world trends and taken up many technological challenges. For 90 years, PRESTO has 
designed and manufactured products for intensive use in the most demanding environments,  
those of establishments open to the public. 
 
Firmly grounded in its history and identity, innovation is the group’s major ambition. Innovation 
changes the world. The talent and passions of mankind are without limit. Improvement is always 
possible. This steadfastly positive vision, shared by all PRESTO employees, has enabled  
the company to triumph through the ages and to anticipate the future.
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Since 1927, the PRESTO group has designed, manufactured and distributed the most water efficient tapware to 
facilities open to the public.
The inventor of the timed-flow tap, a technology “made in France, unique throughout the world, our company has 
since developed hundreds of patented taps. 
From invention to innovation, the PRESTO group is the leader in the design and manufacture of tapware and 
accessories for sanitary appliances in healthcare facilities (with the SANIFIRST brand®). 
Today, more than ever, the PRESTO group is committed to saving water in public spaces. 

The company pursues its quest of improving the efficiency and use  
of our natural resources while reducing any impact on our environment 
with 4 new lines:

*  NEO® Duo: the new dual timed-flow 
washbasin tap.

*  MASTERMIX®: the new range  
of high-security thermostatic mixers. 

*  PRESTOTEM® 2: the new generation 
of shower panels with a revolutionary 
design.

*  The Stainless Steel range: the new 
environmental range.


